Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. **we love to went swimming at the pool**

2. **you cant has my candy, said jaya**

3. Add "ed" to the words below. Remember your spelling rules.
   - make ____________
   - slip ____________
   - smile ____________

4. Write the 2 correct helping verbs on the line. *(have, has, had, am, are, is, was, were)*
   
   Jaidyn and Owen ____/____ working on their homework.

5. Circle the correct word to complete the sentence.
   
   That horse is the (faster / fastest) one I have ever seen.

---

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. **landons mom is picking him up from school**

2. **jadas ballune flew highest than the trees**

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   
   The students read quietly at their desks.

4. Circle the correct word to complete the sentence.
   
   Rover is the (meaner / meanest) dog in the neighborhood.

5. Circle the linking verbs in the sentences below.
   
   This test is hard. Troy is hungry today.
Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. don't talk to strangers, said Mrs. Kelley

2. can you explain these problem? asked Donnie

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   The students read quietly at their desks.

4. Underline the prepositional phrase in the sentence.
   Maya dove into the pool.

5. Write a simile comparing your fingers to something cold.

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. we injoyed his picnic in the meado

2. laci went to six flags in st louis, missouri

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   Allison is secretly hiding behind the door.

4. Underline the prepositional phrase in the sentence.
   Allison is secretly hiding behind the door.

5. Rewrite the following to show possession.
   my pets collars ___________________________
Week 9 Day 5

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. Sometimes we watch movies at recess

2. Kim seen cat fish perch and bass at the rivr

3. Write the **plural form** on the line next to each word.
   - tooth __________
   - deer __________
   - man __________

4. Which word best completes the sentence?
   
   The sun shone ________________ in the summer sky.
   - bright
   - brighty
   - brightless
   - brightful
   - brightly

5. Add more details to the sentence to show how the spider crawled. (use an adverb)
   
   A spider crawled ________________ across the floor.

Week 9 Review

Use editing marks to correct the sentences. Rewrite the sentences.

1. The moon is now shining brightest than last night

2. Next pre heat the oven and mix the bater

3. Circle the adverb in the sentence. Underline the verb it is describing.
   
   We walk slowly down the hall.

4. Underline the prepositional phrase in the sentence.
   
   We walk slowly down the hall.

5. Circle the proper nouns below.
   
   Mrs. Laut  city  Orlando  The Flower Box  shop